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Possible theory of harm in Intel

• Intel’s decision contains both a ‘traditional’ 
approach and an effects-based analysis

• What is the possible theory of harm? 
– Very few lines devoted by the Commission, 

which seems to have in mind – if anything - a 
financial market predation story
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An exclusionary mechanism

Often (but not always), a common mechanism 
behind different exclusionary practices 
(predation, rebates, exclusive dealing, tying…):

In industries where (demand- or supply-side) 
scale economies matter, if an incumbent firm 
deprives the more efficient entrant of key buyers 
(or markets, or profits) the latter will not be able 
to operate profitably.
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An example: predation 
(Fumagalli-Motta, 2009)

• Two ‘buyers’, B1 and B2, who buy in 
sequence (e.g., procurement). 

• An incumbent, I, is already established; an 
entrant, E, still has to pay entry costs, F 

• E is more efficient (cE <cI ) but can cover 
entry costs F only if it serves both ‘buyers’

• If I induces B1 to buy from it, E will not 
enter, and I will be monopolist on B2.
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Example, cont’d

Entrant and Incumbent will ‘fight’ for B1 (who gets 
B1 also gets B2). Two possible outcomes:
– If efficiency gap cI -cE small →

 
Exclusion: 

B1 will buy from I at price below cI (predation), 
B2 at monopoly price (recoupment) 

Note: exclusion (if it occurs) is ‘bad’ for welfare (I 
is productively inefficient)
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Notes
• Same results if B1 and B2 wanted two units, but 

one is ‘reserved’ for Intel; and if firm E needed 
both B1 and B2’s ‘contestable’ units to be 
profitable

• Same logic for explicit or implicit price 
discrimination, or rebates (Karlinger-Motta, 2008)

• Same logic if entry or expansion (I wants to 
‘marginalise’ E)

• Same logic for sequential or simultaneous games
• BUT, exclusion requires price below cost



Possible theory of harm

Price-cutting to deprive AMD of the scale 
it needs for R&D and capacity, in order 
to marginalise it.

– Scale economies are important, both in 
production and in R&D

– Buyers targeted by Intel are crucial – 
consistent with the theory

– Of course the crucial issue is whether these 
buyers were served below cost or not
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